No.MED-1021/C.R.No.81/Health Science Courses/CAP Proc./Instruction/267

Date: 03/02/2022

Instructions to the Candidates & Colleges
Regarding CAP / MoP UP Round(s)
1) The Candidate who are allotted a seat in CAP/MoP UP round(s) must report to the
respective college as per schedule along with all original certificates and xerox set with
requisite fees.
2) The selection is provisional to be confirm subject to verification of original document at
the time of physical joining.
3) Candidates reporting in the allotted college are Eligible for subsequent round (s)
{if they do not fill the retention form} and provided that they are eligible as per
information brochure.
4) Candidates who have made mistake while filling the application form
(e.g. Gender, Hilly area, MKB, Defense, OCI/PIO, PWD, Orphan, Category change,
claim of 4.5, 4.7, 4.8 etc.) should report to the allotted college and inform the mistake
done to the college admission committee. College Admission Committee will verify all
the original documents of the candidates as per claimed quota in the allotment letter then
they will report candidate "Not Joined" in feedback module with appropriate
reason with original category or claim of the candidate.
5) The Reserve Category Candidates who will fail to submit requisite documents as per
respective category will not be allowed to join and will be considered as open category
or changed reserved Category for further rounds. Such candidates will be considered for
selection in subsequent round(s) on available seat as per merit and preferences filled by
them, subject to full filling the eligibility criteria of Open Category/ Change reserved
Category provided he/she fulfills the eligibility criteria of NEET-UG-2021.
6) The corrected claim of the candidate will be changed in next round if he/she is eligible.
7) Candidate is requested to ensure that he/she is issued a system generated
receipt/acknowledgement by the college where he/she is taking admission.
8) If the candidates fail to join/report within prescribe period, he/she will be consider as
Not Joined and will NOT be consider for further CAP rounds.
9) All colleges are strictly informed that they should update candidate joining status in
Feedback module as soon as respective candidate physically report to your college.
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